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1. Introduction
This is the first interim report from the evaluation of the impact of the introduction of visual recording of police interviews with suspects in police stations in five forces in England. The main aims of this evaluation, as outlined in the Tender Specification, are to assess:

i)	The implications of the move to a different form of technology, including the hypothesised criminal justice benefits (for suspects, the police, CPS and the courts) of capturing interviews visually;
ii)	The nature and degree of adaptation by criminal justice practitioners of their working practices to utilise visual recordings;
iii)	The functioning, reliability and utility of the electronic equipment;
iv)	The implementation of relevant guidance in different pilot areas;
v)	The costs, and possible savings, of moving to the new technology.










2. The Pilot Areas
Visual recording is being piloted in five English police forces: Essex, Hampshire, Kent, Metropolitan Police, and West Mercia. The latter four all ‘went live’ with visual recording of interviews subject to Code F of PACE in May 2002. Essex was subject to some delay and the pilot therefore got underway in October 2002 (voluntary recording began on 14/10/02 and Mandatory CODE F recording began on 28/10/02 according to my records). In each area three police stations have been selected to pilot the new technology and procedures. They are as follows:

AREA	PILOT STATIONS	TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT
Essex	Colchester, Harlow, Southend	AV Niche (Recording Systems) Ltd
Hampshire	Portsmouth, Basingstoke, Southampton	AV Niche (Recording Systems) Ltd
Kent	Chatham, Gravesend, Tonbridge	ClearView Comminications Ltd.
Metropolitan Police	Bromley, Colindale, Edmonton 	ClearView Communications Ltd




Interview Recording: Equipment and Configuration.

Kent
The equipment in Kent has been supplied by ClearView Communications Ltd. The system used in Kent records 3 CDs and 2 audio tapes. Kent historically used 45 minute audio cassettes and accordingly wanted a CD of equal length. However, this was not considered by the contractor to be technically possible if the quality of the CD were to be maintained at the agreed level. Kent were therefore provided with a system for  recording the longest time that it was technically possible to have without reducing the quality of the image produced. This CD records for 37 minutes before prompting the interviewing officer to change CDs. At this time the CDs must be finalised which is a process taking about a minute and a half. 
Two cameras are sited in the interview room to provide images of both the interviewee and the interview room as whole. A small flat screen monitor in the interview room shows the images being recorded. A small ‘picture-in-picture’ wide-angle image of the interview room is superimposed over the main image of the interviewee and the person sitting next to him/her (see below).  

Metropolitan Police
ClearView also supply the Metropolitan Police, though with a slightly different configuration. Two CDs and tapes are recorded and the CDs record images from three cameras. The extra camera is directed toward the interviewing officer. Recording time for the CDs is 37 minutes, as in Kent, although this is in excess of the Met’s customary 30 minute audio tape recording. The CDs must be finalised before being removed from the machine.  A flat screen monitor, attached to the wall, shows the image being recorded. The wide-angle whole room image and the image of the interviewing officer are positioned in two picture-in-picture boxes superimposed over the main screen image of the interviewee (see below).

Hampshire
Hampshire pilot stations have been equipped by AV Niche. Three CDs and three audio tapes are recorded simultaneously. The CDs record for 37 minutes. If an interview extends beyond the initial 37 minutes the recording ‘cascades’ to a second set of  three CDs, offering a continuous visual recording of 74 minutes. Audio tapes record for 45 minutes and must be changed manually if the recording extends over that period. Finalisation of the CD recording takes approximately 90 seconds.
A small built-in monitor in the recording module relays the image. Two cameras provide a wide angle whole room image super imposed, as in the other systems, over the main screen image of the interviewee.
The AV Niche recording system installed in Essex follows the same format with one significant exception. Essex have taken up the option (technically available in each of the AV Niche pilots) of a long-play recording to the CD. This doubles the available recording time to the CD at the expense of some loss of image quality. Essex have not been available for interim evaluation.  

Essex
The AV Niche recording system installed in Essex follows the same format as Hampshire with one significant exception. Essex have taken up the option (technically available in each of the AV Niche pilots) of a long-play recording to the CD. This doubles the available recording time to the CD at the expense of some loss of image quality. Essex have not been available for interim evaluation.  

West Mercia     
Visual recording, in some form, has taken place in West Mercia for 10 years. Analogue, as opposed to digital, recording equipment is provided by Neal Communications Ltd. A digital CD recording system is due to be installed by Neal in Telford some time in December 2002. Two cameras record the interview: a whole room image, inset, as in the other pilots, in a main screen image of the interviewee. A three hour continuous visual recording time is available through the use of VHS cassettes. In Redditch and Telford two VHS cassettes are recorded at a time, while in Worcester three are recorded. A simultaneous 45 minute audio recording is made onto cassette tapes.  
What is not apparent from the pilot area summaries is that the recording time does not necessarily equate with interview time.  For each interview in Kent, Hampshire and the Met, CDs need first to be processed and are later finalised before being removed from the recording machine.  These combined processes take about three minutes and are repeated, should an interview be extended.  The need to change tapes and CDs both adds to the time of an interview and interrupts its flow.
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Copying, Editing and Viewing Equipment
Both Hampshire and Kent’s recording equipment provides three original copies of the interview, whereas the Met’s equipment records only two original CDs. CD copiers were provided to each pilot to allow further copies of the CD to be made as and when required. Hampshire’s copiers can simultaneously reproduce five CDs, while those supplied to the Met by ClearView are single copiers. A replacement triple copier was supplied to the Met  by ClearView four months ago, but has only recently reached the station concerned, for reasons we have been unable to ascertain. 
All areas, with the exception of West Mercia for obvious reasons, have been provided with laptops to allow CJU and CPS staff to view CDs. CDs recorded on AV Niche equipment can be viewed on either DVD players or computers (PC/Laptops). However to be fully functional in replay mode (i.e full fastforward/backward) particular software is required. ClearView recordings will playback on most DVD players but not on many computers unless they have appropriate viewing software installed.    
Editing equipment has yet to be extensively used in any of the pilot areas. ClearView have equipped Kent and The Met with stand alone PCs loaded with Video CD (VCD) editing software. AV Niche have provided a discrete editing unit that does not operate through a PC. In West Mercia VHS editing equipment  is in routine use for editing CCTV footage and interview tapes are edited in a similar fashion on the same equipment.


Editing and Viewing Equipment in the Four Pilot Areas
Area	Copiers:No. CDs Copied	Editing Equipment	Viewing Equipment
Hampshire	5	Stand-alone Edit Unit	Laptop Computer
Kent	3	Stand-alone PC with editing software	Laptop  Computer
West Mercia	N/A	Stand-aloneEdit Unit	VHS Video Player




The nature of the pilots, and the requirement of the evaluation, mean that a combination of quantitative and qualitative methods is required. These include the analysis of records, interviews, case tracking and observation. Data for this report have been drawn primarily from interviews with key participants in the pilots of visual recording of police interviews. A total of 68 interviews were conducted in the first phase of the study. The interviews are all drawn from the four pilot areas that were underway in the first phase of the study. The fifth pilot area, Essex, has only recently introduced visual recording. Finally, in order to specify the effects of visual recording it has also been crucial to have a ‘comparison group’ made up of cases where visual recording was not carried out. We have therefore been conducting research in one police station not using visual recording in each of the pilot areas. Fieldwork from the comparison stations will be reported in future reports. 
The breakdown of the interviews conducted for this report is as follows:

Interview	No	Location
Lead officers	12	One in each of the sites
Interviewing officers	39	From across all 12 pilot sites
CPS prosecutors	5	One in each pilot area (2 in West Mercia)
Defence solicitors	4	One in each pilot area
Tape librarians	6	In two sites (W.Mercia and Kent)
Contractors	4	2 with ClearView, 1 each with AV Niche and Neal

In practice, a very considerable investment of time during the first phase of the study has gone into developing the prospective tracking instrument and in collecting data, primarily from police records, to form the basis for the prospective tracking exercise. We are unable to report in detail on this work at this stage as it will still take some time to complete. In Appendix 1 to this report we do provide an initial overview of some of the data collected to date in order to give a sense of what can be expected from this exercise in the next phase. 




Training was provided in different ways, and to differing extents, in each of the pilot areas. An absence of clarity in some areas about the precise start up date for the pilots made planning for training of police officers slightly more difficult than might otherwise have been the case. The most extensive training was organised in Hampshire in November 2001, for 400 officers at the training headquarters, when it was anticipated that the project would proceed in December. AV Niche provided elements to this training, including a video but officers comments have been far from complimentary. The Niche equipment was not available at the time and trainers resorted to using a cut-out image of the front of the equipment box, pointing out what each feature was but were unable to demonstrate its actual use. With the exception of the brief and passing mention to interview techniques, the training seems to have focused exclusively on establishing reasonable technical competence in operating the equipment. Officers were somewhat critical of this training:

I think really you’ve got to see the actual equipment, touch it, use it, doing what it actually does. I find it better to do a ‘hands on’ rather than just talk about it. (d106-1)

According to one of the other contractors, ClearView, they gave training in Kent in how to use the equipment to a small number of officers at each pilot station depending upon the wishes expressed by the station coordinator at the time. They were contracted to show someone how to use their equipment but not to train all interviewing officers how to use it. The results have been variable. In Chatham, training appears to have been ad hoc, partly because of a large turnover of DIs responsible for managing interviewing officers during the pilot period. It was more structured in Gravesend, where a DC was trained by a technician from ClearView, and she then cascaded this to other interviewing officers. A similar process operated at Tonbridge. Local defence solicitors were invited to attend Tonbridge police station for a demonstration of the equipment after the prototype had been installed. Only one attended. No formal training was provided. 
ClearView also offered to provide general training for all officers in the MPD pilot stations but this was declined.  Instead, they trained a few officers and in theory their instruction ‘cascaded’ to others.  In practice the main means of training officers in the use of the new equipment was a video produced by the then co-ordinator of the Metropolitan Police pilot. The video clearly set out each stage of the recording process and twice emphasised the main problems officers might encounter. However, it is clear that a number of officers received no training before having to use the equipment.  Apart from a brief introduction when equipment was first provided, no formal training has been provided for those required to edit CDs. 
In West Mercia no formal training protocol appears to have been either devised or implemented and no issues regarding skills deficits apparently need to be addressed. Informal or ‘word of mouth’ training appears to have been successful for a number of reasons. First, all interviewing officers and custody sergeants so far interviewed have spoken about the ease of use of the equipment and none have reported any difficulties in operating the recording equipment. Second, ‘crib’ sheets providing a step-by-step guide to the use of the visual recording equipment are present in every interviewing room. Third, the introduction of CCTV to custody suites in recent years has led to the introduction of training in demeanour, body language, verbal language and interviewing skills for officers and this has been seen as instrumental in maintaining high standards of professionalism throughout the custody process. Finally, Divisional Training Officers undertake ‘Dip Checks’ of interviews from time to time to ensure that PACE interviewing standards are maintained. There are perhaps some lessons here for the other pilot areas. Crucially, however, the simple fact that West Mercia has had much more time to allow visual recording to ‘bed down’ must be a significant factor in overcoming the general teething problems experienced in the other pilots. This is a point we will return to below. 
Overall, across the pilot sites there were mixed findings among interviewing officers with regard to training. Just over three fifths of those interviewed had received some form of training (significantly, almost two fifths had not) and of those that had received some training, just under three fifths were reasonably or very satisfied with it. 
	Where training was available it tended to focus upon the introduction of, and use of, the new technology. Whilst understandable, there were other issues that arguably could have helpfully been included. Metropolitan Police officers commented on the failure to have their training included in the official training cycle, saying that there was never enough importance attached to most training they were offered.   This was a view somewhat shared by officers in other regions.  Had there been more of a ‘class-room based’ aspect to some of the training it is conceivable that Code F, which was drafted specifically to offer guidance to officers on how they should conduct interviews using the new technology, would have been more widely recognised.  Less than half (17 out of 39) of officers could offer any opinion on the usefulness of Code F, because the others did not know of its existence, or had not read it.  Indeed, this figure may overestimate officers’ knowledge, as some were clearly reluctant to admit that they did not understand the question.
Whilst we have made some critical observations about the extent, and nature, of the training for police officers in the pilot areas, we also acknowledge, as one lead officer outlined, the logistical and organisational difficulties in providing training for interviewing officers:

The training implication would be massive because bearing in mind that the operational officers working on shifts, taking into account sickness and leave periods… whatever… to actually sit people down and give them a quick demo would be impossible. (C315-1)






Police officers that had accumulated experience of conducting visually recorded interviews were asked how it had affected various aspects of the interview process. In order for interviews to be successfully captured on CD it is essential that interviewees should occupy specific seats. To ensure that images are properly captured some of the pilots have bolted seats to the floor of interview rooms. Officers also need to sit in specific seats, so that only the backs of their heads are recorded – as in Kent and Hampshire – or, in the case of the Metropolitan Police, so that the officers’ faces are fully recorded.  In West Mercia, as we reported, police officers are free to choose where they sit or stand.  From the officers’ perspective, the main potential difficulty lies in persuading interviewees to sit in their designated seats.  However, despite initial concerns, this has proved not to be a problem according to almost all of the officers interviewed. As one noted:  

If they’re in an interview they’ve probably got more to worry about than the seating arrangements.  (d314-2)

If there have been objections, they have tended to be raised by solicitors on behalf of their clients: 

Some solicitors don’t want their clients faces to be seen because it is prejudicial. We have even had one solicitor who sat on the floor so he wasn’t on screen.  (d409-2).

Notwithstanding our comments above about training and what we will come on to say about equipment failure, the vast majority of officers (all but one) said that the recording machines were ‘reasonably’ or ‘very easy’ to use. The greatest source of frustration for officers results from the length of the CDs and the need to finalise them, and the perceived disruption this causes to interviews:

The current format is inadequate and disruptive due to length of time and volume of media involved. It’s a pain in the backside…there is a huge period of silence in the middle of the interview compared to a small disruption for a tape change. The whole point of an interview is to get someone talking to you but there is 3-5 minutes when no one is talking, it’s ludicrous.  (d409-3)

It takes flipping ages to change CDs / tapes and seal them and finalise them.  You can never get back to that point in the interview.  It takes a good five minutes.  (d203-1)

Interviews may be stopped for other reasons but, primarily, it is because a solicitor needs to consult privately with a client.  

…  when a person asks to speak to a solicitor in private, in mid interview, you have to stop everything. There’s no pause facility.  (d105-1)

Re-starting the interview means finalising the CDs, removing them and the tapes, labelling them and inserting replacements.  Some interviews can generate a large number of CDs and tapes, which has both cost and storage implications, as well as being awkward for officers to handle.  
It might be thought that officers in Hampshire would have fewer problems, because their recording machines can record for 74 minutes, thanks to a ‘cascade’ system. However, the officers still have to change audio tapes 45 minutes into the interview.  They also find the associated warning system annoying.
 
At 36 minutes you get this thing starts beeping  at you, because it’s cascading. Now there’s no reason really why this interview should get interrupted by this beeping. It beeps at different times. It beeps if it fails, it beeps when it cascades. That happens at 36 minutes. Then you get another beep at 40 minutes warning you that the tapes will finish.  (d107-2)

It appears the consequences of the introduction of the new technology have not been limited to a certain amount of disruption and frustration. The vast majority of interviewing officers (33 of 39) thought that the cameras had not affected their work but, once again, their more discursive comments somewhat belied this.  Some, for example, spoke about the way in which their interviewing techniques had been changed in order to elicit information.

It did [change] initially because of the cameras. We do draw attention to it now because the CPS are keen on it [interviewee points to a poster which encourages officers during interview to get suspects to recreate their actions].  One example, a chap was brought in for stabbing someone … he claimed it was self-defence and we got him to mime his actions … well the victim was on the floor and he was hacking at him … so it clearly wasn’t self defence and we had it on film.  (d313-2)

Others thought that solicitors would ‘jump all over’ them if they commented on an interviewee’s behaviour, but were pleased to have the possibility of showing a court an accurate record of how the suspect had behaved in the interview room. Again, the length of time available for interview was an important factor for some officers. Although a proportion of interviews, for minor offences, are easily finished within these time constraints, others are not (and these interviews are likely to be among the most significant and/or sensitive) and officers in these circumstances often feel under pressure as a consequence.  Just completing the verbal preamble to the interview takes time if there are a number of people present, and interviews can be doubled in length if questions have to be relayed through an interpreter.

I am aware that I shorten interviews and don’t cover all the aspects I should so I don’t have to change CDs.  I rush to get everything said in the last two minutes and when you are new you don’t know what you can scrimp on.  (d411-3)

Although there were numerous complaints about the amount of extra work that the new technology was causing, many officers could also see professional benefits which might not have been apparent when the project was first being planned:

… when I looked back at one it enabled me to look back at my behaviour and think ‘I’ll not do that again’… a learning aid and a good opportunity for feed back.  (d411-32)

Interestingly, but perhaps not surprisingly, what was clear was that many officers viewed the visual recording as a professional protection for themselves rather than offering protection to witnesses or suspects and a means of providing better evidence for production in court.  When officers were asked about the layout of the recorded image most focused on how the interviewee was captured by the cameras, yet the superimposed, smaller image of the whole room might also provide a more complete record of what happened during an interview so that officers could not easily be falsely accused of misconduct.  It was by no means all one way, for some officers could also see that the cameras offered dual protection.

One of the reasons why the visual recording has come in is so the courts can see the attitude of the interviewee.  It’s also to ensure the officer is not being aggressive.  I’ve always been fair, so that hasn’t changed.  (d202-1)

Over two thirds of interviewing officers (30) thought that visual recording had had little impact on the behaviour of detainees.

I would say not.  We forget it’s there and so do they.  (d314-1)

Similarly, there was little suggestion from officers that solicitors had been much affected by the new technology.

Initially one or two were wary and were not prepared for their clients to be interviewed on visual recording.  Basically, they were fighting shy until they had more information.  That doesn’t apply any more.  (d202-1)

However, a small number of officers (6) that had detected change were prepared to speculate on what might happen in future months.

It’s a bit too early to say.  I envisage it will change if a CD is played showing a defendant describing how he committed a crime using his hands.  When this filters through to court the solicitors will tell their clients to avoid describing how they punched or kicked someone.  (d409-1)

This is a potentially important point, raising the possibility that the introduction of the new technology may in course have an impact on advice about right of silence and how suspects present themselves in interviews in the police station. In principle, the suggestion here is that knowledge of the potential impact of this evidence may lead solicitors to advise their clients to amend their behaviour, or cut short their answers, thus mitigating some of the intended benefits of the visually recorded evidence. 
Officers sometimes took time to try and reassure those being interviewed that the new technology made little difference, and they also acknowledged that some detainees saw the cameras as having a purpose beyond simply recording an interview, which further highlights the issue of protection we have raised..

You make light of it, ask if they want to comb their hair.  No-one has refused.  I’ve seen where people are concerned about consultations taking place in the interview rooms, because they think they are being recorded then.  (d202-3)

You notice that they are very aware of the cameras.  The body language can change.  They’ll be less likely to complain.  One said ‘is this to stop you banging my head on the table?’  He was joking, but he realised it was for their protection, too.  (d203-2)

But those who thought the cameras had effected change, viewed things differently.








One technological issue that has dominated discussions in most of the pilot areas has been the length of the recording time available on the various media. Most forces in England and Wales have become accustomed to using 45 minute audio cassettes when interviewing suspects. The introduction of visual recording meant not only getting used to a new medium, but also with what was usually a different recording length from audio cassette, but in most cases having to deal with both media simultaneously. This caused a certain amount of difficulty at first, and the differing recording lengths continue to be a cause of some frustration. 
The situation in Kent is not untypical. Hitherto they have used audio cassettes that record for 45 minutes and have found it hard to cope with a  changeover of two audio tapes and additionally three CDs after thirty seven minutes. This cuts their interview time short by eight minutes and substantially increases the length of time it takes for a changeover to take place. Before CDs can be ejected and replaced they must undergo a 90-second ‘finalisation’ process in which the software ‘locks’ the data that have been burned onto the CD. This ‘null period’ has been experienced as obstructive, awkward and frustrating by interviewing officers. According to ClearView:

The key thing that we have had more discussions about than anything else is about extending the length of the CD… 37 minutes is the recording time that is allowed on the system before it prompts you to change the CDs and the problem with that is that it is obviously… interrupting the flow of the interview… and it takes about a minute and a half for the CDs to finalise and be ejected. You have then got to load new CDs on. So you have got quite a time issue there which is for the more serious interviews just as you are getting into the interview the whole thing is disrupted… The interview is being governed by the technology which to me is the wrong way round. The technology should just work away in the background.

Hampshire, by contrast, were presented with two options by A.V. Niche: the 37 minute recording time and a 74 minute recording option, the latter coming at some cost to the quality of the image. Hampshire opted for the shorter CD recording period, but  overcame the fact that this was less than the established audio tape recording by using a cascade system in which the recording ‘cascades’ from the first bank of CDs to a second set if the interview goes beyond 37 minutes. It remains the case that the audio tapes must be changed at 45 minutes. The cascade system resolves the scenario, identified by some library staff in Kent, in which officers opt not to load a second set of CDs if the interview is approaching its conclusion:

The only problem I have encountered is where the interview has actually been longer than the CDs. Basically the officers haven’t swapped the CDs and have just carried on… then we hadn’t got the CDs. (Kent 411-1)

Just over half (21) of the officers interviewed thought that the length of CDs was ‘usually’ or ‘always’ sufficient (and importantly, therefore, almost half did not).  However, most of the officers’ qualifying responses contradicted this position, often by suggesting that those working on serious offences would usually take longer to complete an interview and need a longer CD.  Officers were asked what would be an ideal time for a CD (irrespective of whether that might be technically feasible).  The responses were divided between a little over one third that thought  a 60 minute CD would be sufficient and a further third thought 45 minutes would suffice. With the exception of the Metropolitan Police 45 minutes would coincide with the audio tapes in all areas.  
We have noted with interest the fact that Essex Police have opted to use the LP recording mode - a 74 minute uninterrupted recording - as well as the cascade system. Apparently it is a very simple technical operation for the equipment to be switched from one mode to the other, and thus either (37 or 74 minutes) remains an option for both Hampshire and Essex. It may, however, be a matter for concern that Essex are proceeding with a system specifically rejected by another of the pilots on the grounds that the image produced is of insufficient quality for presentation in court (though to the uninitiated the differences between the systems do not appear that great). 

Copying and editing
Both Hampshire and Kent have recording machines capable of burning three CDs simultaneously during each interview. This means that officers or librarians are less likely to have to produce extra copies for solicitors or defendants.  The Metropolitan Police, on the other hand, have been supplied with machines that only burn two CDs, so the question of copying is more problematic for them.  Only Bromley automatically offers CDs to solicitors or defendants at the end of an interview, but all three stations need to be able to provide extra copies because the third (potentially necessary) CD cannot be burned on their recording machines.  As explained earlier, ClearView have supplied the Metropolitan Police with single copiers, whereas Hampshire’s copiers are capable of copying up to five CDs at a time.  As a consequence of this, 67 per cent (26) of interviewees have never copied a CD, and those who have ‘frequently’ are mostly from the Metropolitan Police.  The following comments reflect this disparity.

I dealt with four people in one case.  I had to supply four copies to each.  It took all day [copying] at 15 minutes a CD.  The process takes a long time and I lose officers for an hour at a time.  The copiers are appalling.  We were told how marvellous it was going to be!  (d201-2)

We have two single recorders.  I spent two and a half hours recording for one prisoner.  You are wasting time.  …  People queue up to use them.  …  We need more recorders.  (d201-4)

Metropolitan Police officers acknowledge that they can do other things, such as take finger prints, while waiting for the copies to be finished, but this does not lessen their overall problems. 
None of the librarians has yet been asked to edit a CD and thus there is next to no experience of using the editing equipment. However, one of the librarians had previously worked as a video operator at the BBC and offered some interesting comment on the ClearView editing facility:

I have used basic video editing [equipment] as a video operator at the BBC. I feel that the functions are there but the buttons don’t work… it says mark ‘in point’, mark ‘out point’, which is right. But those functions are disabled on the software that I’ve got. I’ve spoken to them about it and they confirmed that it was disabled but I didn’t really feel that it was my place to say anything because I haven’t used it properly yet. (410-1)





The CDs used in Hampshire can be played on any Windows PC but require DVD playback software to be fully functional. Without dedicated DVD player software the playback is quite restricted with limited facilities for ‘skipping’ to and fro.  Up to eighteen fully featured laptops with DVD playback facilities have been provided to the CPS offices in Portsmouth, Southampton and Basingstoke for the purposes of reviewing the visually recorded CDs. There do not appear to have been any complaints about their use. 
All three stations in the MPD were provided with laptops for officers’ use, but there is little evidence that they are being used.  At one station they appear to have been ‘loaned’ to senior staff, and its training unit has been without one for a considerable period.  At another they need to be booked out from the librarian, which means that they are not available 24 hours per day. 
W.Mercia Police have not, as yet, acquired any extra playback equipment for the pilot. The CJUs and CPS already have VHS players as these are used in relation to CCTV evidence. Such playback equipment is not supplied by the contractors, Neal. Telford police station, at the time of the interviews, had not received any digital playback equipment although this may be about to change as they are due to ‘go digital’ in December. W.Mercia CPS are expecting to receive laptops but are unsure when they will arrive, though it is anticipated this will be in time for Telford police station going digital.

Transcription/summary
Once the pilot scheme got underway it was realized that little thought had been given to how typists could provide a summary of a defendant’s interview from a CD. In Kent it became clear that a foot pedal was required that worked in a similar way to that used to transcribe from audio-tape. ClearView subsequently developed a foot pedal to work with the DVD player in the same way as a foot pedal for an audio transcription machine. The first prototype was provided to Chatham who used it and then returned it for some alterations to be carried out. It has been amended and returned to both Chatham and the Metropolitan Police for a further trial and, so fare, a satisfactory solution remains to be developed. This means that a crucial aspect of the pilot has not been tested.  Neither of the contractors currently providing CD recordings to the pilot were asked to consider how transcription or notes might be taken from CD. As one of them said:

We are going to be bringing out a foot pedal so that playback on our bespoke equipment can be used for audio transcribing. We are doing that ourselves but to be honest no-one really talks to us about this project, developing the technology. The potential is that you don’t need the audio cassettes. No-one mentioned that though, it is just something we envisage being useful. It is possible to do and that is how ROTIs are generated and it makes sense to have that facility for the CDs. 

All four CPS areas are still relying on written summaries of taped audio recordings as opposed to only the visual recording with two prosecutors citing practical reasons to explain this. In West Mercia the way in which files are handled within a CPS office was described to highlight the reasons why lawyers need written summaries of interviews.

…a lawyer may review it, it may then go to court on several occasions. On each one of those occasions it could be a different lawyer and they may have 50 cases to prepare for court. They need to be able to look at a written interview. Because you don’t get the same lawyer dealing with the case throughout…and unless you have got a written interview which can be quickly picked up by different people…it would be in my opinion unmanageable for someone to play a video every single time the file was handled. (f3WM-2)

The prosecutor from Hampshire raised a different practical issue in that people like to have something on paper and will want a written summary to refer to.

…even though you are showing the actual record of the interview at the trial people will still want some written record of it to refer to, to use for example for cross examination. In a child abuse case where a video is presented, nonetheless a transcript of that evidence is also produced…I think in practical terms it will be difficult for it to become a substitute from of evidence. (f1H-1)

The prosecutor from the Met cited as his reason for entirely relying on written summaries of the interview the fact that he has not come across a specific interview where he has felt the need to view the CD (though he had not viewed any to examine their quality and potential, despite having had the equipment for several months). Bearing in mind how many cases the prosecutor will have dealt with since the pilot began this seems to support the view that visually recorded interview evidence will only have an impact upon a small number of cases.

Storage/handling
In the areas where interviews were conducted, tape librarians dealt with a variety of recorded media. The main bulk of this involves organising the storage, retrieval and copying of interview audio tapes. Staff in Hampshire and West Mercia refer frequently to the fact that they handle an increasing quantity of VHS video tapes from CCTV, either from the custody suite or from public surveillance cameras. As one tape librarian put it:

It seems to be growing all the time, first it was just audio tapes, then it was videos and CCTV. Now it’s CDs as well and the interviews with vulnerable witnesses. (Hampshire)

In Kent, where dedicated CD staff were recruited to coincide with the pilot comments regarding other media were slightly more muted. Handling CCTV videos and child witness tapes are mentioned but interviewees seemed more focussed on the tasks associated with the new recordings.
All three areas in Kent have experienced problems with storage in that they were provided with four storage cabinets each, two of which contain Master copies and two of which contain working copies. All such storage is now full and so CDs are variously being boxed up or placed in trays to try and keep some order. The area has no additional funding to purchase further cabinets and at Gravesend and Chatham they would struggle to find the room for them in any event.
At Chatham CDs have not automatically been supplied to the CPS and there is no allocated storage facility for this third copy, which are therefore found lying on top of the storage cabinets with no form of filing system in place. This has meant that when the CPS have requested their copy of a CD it has been easier to make a new copy than to locate the original CPS copy.
In Hampshire, master copies of the CDs are sealed into Perspex ‘jewel’ cases with an adhesive paper label. The narrowness of the spine causes some difficulties in reading and retrieval. Working Copies and the spare copy can be labelled with a small adhesive label stuck directly onto the surface of the CD. The custody number will be written on this to the annoyance of the CPS to whom it means nothing. That this unsatisfactory procedure continued until recently was indicative of the initially subsidiary position of the CD in the pilot process. Physical storage of the master copy CDs has been something of a headache in all three stations. No specialist storage racks were available at the stage the pilot went live and interim measures were chaotic and unsatisfactory. Most resorted to placing the CDs in boxes until proper storage shelves arrived. 
Storage has been a particular problem at each of the stations in the MPD.  Plans had been made for CD storage racks to be supplied to each station but in at least one of the stations these and storage cabinets have still not materialised.  One relied on industrial breadbaskets for four months as a means of holding the CDs, and another continues to use adapted cardboard boxes.  The problem is exacerbated by the fact that these stations are relying on space being available in already crowded Property Stores; only one of the pilot stations has a separate room for the CDs and audio tapes.  None of the archiving information is computerised at any of the stations, which instead rely on hand-written entries in a 104 book indicating precisely where CDs and tapes might be found.  Each station has devised its own data recording system.  





I think the whole project would have benefited from a much more comprehensive, thought out, structured, organised training which to my mind we are one component of that… In terms of faults our feeling is that the majority of the faults relate to [lack of] training. (Contractor)

Many of the technical difficulties that have been experienced appear to have been the product of the fact that the technology is relatively new, and those operating it are generally unfamiliar with it. One exception to this concerns the manufacture of the CD itself which appears to result in a relatively high failure rate. Thus, for example, the CDs in Kent are supplied by Sony and have a failure rate of about 10%. Given that three CDs are inserted at each stage it is easy to see that CDs will fairly regularly be rejected by the recording equipment. This adds to the frustration of officers and to delays with interviews. It is also costly, as the rejection of one CD means that others inserted at the same time are also discarded.  Two of the three Metropolitan Police pilot stations have a log in the custody suites to record equipment failures.  Amongst the problems reported are: microphones picking up extraneous noise; CDs not finalising; machines ejecting CDs before finalising; tapes stalling.  In practice there have been few reported faults (which does not mean that faults have not occurred; rather, that they have been dealt with by the officers involved).   It has been suggested that many of the reported faults may be attributed to user-error, particularly those relating to the finalising of CDs. This feeling was expressed in several of the pilot areas. The lack of hands-on training available in some areas was felt to have contributed to this. As one interviewing officer commented:

I would have liked a better explanation of the machines and length of CDs and it would have been better if I’d had a trial run. It is self evident that people didn’t know what to do as the machines are working better now. It was obviously user error before, being impatient and pressing buttons. (d411-3)

A number of other problems have arisen in the pilots, some quite quickly corrected, others not. Thus, for example, almost as soon as the stand-alone computer for viewing was delivered to Bromley it was discovered to be faulty and the contractors were notified.  The computer contains two programmes – an editing programme and a viewing programme – and the clock for the viewing programme shows a different time to that of the editing programme.  This means that officers need to be present when editing is taking place, because they cannot be sure that the section they have specified will be correctly identified if they rely solely on the timings given on the viewing programme.  This fault has still not been rectified at the time of writing. .  
By contrast, in Hampshire AV Niche were asked to provide a ‘reset’ button on the front of the machine as it was quickly discovered by operators that many of the difficulties they encountered could be resolved simply by switching the machine off and then on again. Despite some changes, the contractors feel that operator error or inattention remains the primary source of difficulties:

We’ve done some tweeking… We’ve been told it would be nice to have a reset button, nice if when you press record everything records because at the moment you start the CDs and then you start the tapes as you do the PACE procedure as before. The officers were loading the tapes and the CDs and pressing record, then not pressing it again. I think that’s just people being lazy and not listening to operating instructions, or reading them.

This was reinforced by many of the lead officers in the pilot sites. As one commented:

Quite often it’ll be the user rather than the machine that’s gone wrong and you can get quite a lot of wastage like that. Officers that haven’t used the equipment very much, officers that don’t have to use the equipment very much, come in and they are not very comfortable with it. They may have had training, but if you don’t use it you lose it. Sometimes when we’ve even had to call in AV Niche it’s been the user at fault, a user error. (C105-1)

A somewhat contrasting view was offered by a lead officer in Kent who, whilst acknowledging human error, was also critical of the extent of equipment failure:

“The difficulty is that it is virtually impossible to tell whether it is CD failure or machine failure that is causing the problems. If it is CD failure, bearing in mind we have got Sony CDs which should be quality CDs they are a known name brand, there is a lot failing if it is them. People have blamed user error but the machines are relatively straightforward to use, there have been problems ranging from CD drawers not ejecting, CDs not finalizing which is at the end of an interview and then you suddenly find that out of the three one hasn’t been recorded on and it hasn’t told you at the beginning it has told you at the end, CDs just not working in the first place, changing over of CDs whereby rather than end the interview you stop the audio and eventually take the CDs out sometimes it won’t accept new CDs. There have been plenty of problems that in my mind, too many for what we have paid for…” (C409-1)

Interestingly, though perhaps not surprisingly given the period over which the force has been using visual recording, West Mercia does not appear to have suffered from the same degree of technological problems encountered by other areas (though it will interesting to observe the introduction of digital technology there later this year). Component failure appears to be relatively rare. As the lead officer noted: 

“Hardly at all…we had a problem recently with … one of the machines where the buzzer that comes on at the beginning of the interview seemed to be staying on and, obviously, you can’t be interviewing with that going on so we closed that one down and waited for the people to come out and service it and they came out and serviced it and that was it but, to be honest with you, it’s very, very rarely that these machines fail” (C313-2)

Two thirds (26) of interviewing officers across the sites had had interviews compromised by technical failure. Officers often could not recall, or did not know, what the cause of the failure was – the recording equipment or the tape/CD, or how often it had happened. They were clearer about how they reacted to their predicament. One quarter of officers said that they had not been able to resume interviews without summoning help from the contractors. When severe technical problems occurred, most officers moved to another interview room, but some decided to use the old audio tape machines which had been left in the interview rooms.

I’ve only had it die in the middle of an interview once.  Other times it has been at the beginning.  You explain for the tape, which keeps running, stop the interview, insert new CDs and tapes and start again, but I didn’t take the chance of having it happen again.  I continued with the old tape machine and used that.  (d202-3)

Some, upon seeing that the audio tapes were still apparently working, took the calculated risk to continue with the interview.

I have carried on because the audio recording was still working.  (d410-3)

However, machines cannot always be relied upon to indicate correctly whether or not the CDs or tapes are working properly and officers have found that seemingly satisfactory interviews have produced blank recordings.

…  we didn’t realise until the CPS got back to us and said that there was no recording on the tape. The tape had moved as if recording but … it was empty.  (d313-2)

Defence solicitors in the three areas piloting digital recording equipment all commented on the difficulties caused by the recording equipment malfunctioning. They talked about the interruptions having an impact upon their clients, the visual element of the recording having to be switched off and ultimately having to change interview rooms.

The only difficulties are the machines malfunctioning and it is a difficulty because it is off-putting for people and they do malfunction quite a lot. Very often officers aren’t sure what to do, not that many officers were geared up to do the change over with everything running…this disjointed nature of it is bound to affect some people…I crack a joke at the police expense and make sure that my client is comfortable with it…(g4K-1)

To be honest, the only problem I’ve ever seen is the police trying to use the technology. When it runs alright, it runs perfectly. There were several occasions during the summer when the police said the air conditioning interfered with the sound and they just turned the video part off. (g2M-1)










Police officers’  views and experiences
Slightly over half of interviewing officers (22) had actually viewed a CD.  Many did not have a reason to view them, beyond curiosity, or the need to check what had happened during an interview.  They used the tapes, or contemporaneous notes, to write their SDNs, and often did not prepare their own ROTIs (and would not use a CD to do so, in any case).  Some of those saying they had seen an image had only viewed it on the monitor present in each interview room:  

We can only view it [CD]on a laptop and it’s kept in the CJU.  No-one has the software to view it elsewhere.  We only have one laptop available.  We were meant to have twenty.  (d201-2)

Inevitably, this meant that those 22 officers were the only ones who could comment on the quality of the CD’s image and sound.  Of those, 17 thought the visual image ranged from ‘good’ to ‘excellent’, and 15 thought the picture layout on screen was ‘good’.  Those who could comment were more concerned about how clearly the interviewee was seen, rather than what was visible in the smaller, wide-angle picture of the whole room superimposed on the larger image.  Additionally, Metropolitan Police officers were concerned about the possibility of being identified, because their image is separately superimposed upon the larger picture.
All the officers interviewed had worked extensively in interview rooms fitted solely with audio tapes, so were able to judge the relative merits of both systems.  Three fifths (23 of 39) said they would like to see visual recording completely replacing audio-tape recording.  Despite their difficulties in operating the equipment, officers from Kent were unanimous in embracing the idea of visual recording.  In West Mercia, where they had the greatest experience of using visual recording and apparently the fewest problems, six out of eleven officers said ‘no’.  Perhaps not surprisingly so early in the pilot period, those expressing support for replacing audio with visual recording – across all the regions – often did so while expressing reservations, particularly with regard to the reliability of the new equipment.  They wanted the image and sound of the CDs to be consistent and, above all, they wanted reliable machines.  Until those could be guaranteed, many wanted to retain the dual system.

It is better to see a visual recording than hear an audio recording, but it is nice to have audio as a backup.  (d411-2)

It’s nice having both systems … It’s nice to have the back-up for if anything goes wrong.  (d314-2)

Once this ideal machine materialised they could see immediate advantages, not least in reducing the amount of work they presently faced.

It cuts down the hassle of sealing tapes… It’d be so good to have everything on one tape.  (d315-1)	

They also foresaw the CDs saving court time.

If the interview was played there would be no need to call the interviewing officer to give live evidence in a trial, because you are very rarely asked other questions.  This would prevent wasting a whole day in court.  (d409-2)

It is worth noting, however, that none of the prosecutors interviewed thought that the use of visual recordings would affect the number of witnesses called to give live evidence at trials. 

The defence will still want to test the witnesses essentially and even if there is a measure of agreement on certain issues which may arise in the interview itself they will still want them there…They always want the interviewing officer because there is still the perception…that the interviewing officer is the officer in the case, and the officer in the case particularly at the Crown Court will know all sorts of things about the case and they don’t because there is no such beast in reality. (f4K-1)

But, primarily, police officers could see the system’s evidential advantages and this was a point they expanded upon.  The visual recording would provide proof of how officers had conducted interviews, and proof of how the interviewee had responded to questioning.

A good example … is that on a transcript it might say the same question has been asked seven or eight times, and that is taken as oppressive, but if you can show how unoppressive (sic) it really was, just like having a conversation, and you can see that there is no strain there, that would be useful…  (d107-2)

Officers continually emphasised the importance of being protected against false allegation.  They highlighted the need for courts to see a defendant’s demeanour during an interview, as opposed to the demeanour displayed by them in court.  They also thought that defendants might benefit from a court being able to see how remorseful they were during an interview, or how fragile their mental state had been at the time.  They acknowledged the power of the visual image.

How things come across with audio and how they come across visually can be very different. Reading a transcript of someone saying, “I’m gonna kill you!” is not as powerful as showing someone on film saying it.  (d313-2)

I’m amazed that it’s taken so long to be used … For years and years we’ve known about the importance of non-verbal communication … For years and years we’ve known about the technology to record interviews … I’m amazed that it took so long to put the two together.  (d315-2)

Some officers drew more direct comparisons between their experience of the introduction of audio recording after PACE and the introduction of visual recording in the current pilots. As one lead officer said:

Take the introduction of audio-tape recording for example, it was welcomed so warmly because it was so easy and it made things easier. ‘Great, I don’t have to remember what I’m saying any more, no more contemporaneous notes’. It saved hours of time. The interviews themselves were easier because you could relax, sit down and have chat, talk, and you didn’t have to try to remember everything that was said. The trouble is with this system we’ve been over-run with the operating procedure which actually seems to hinder the interviewer, especially in its initial stages. (C107-1)


Prosecutors’ views and experiences
It is worth remembering that only five prosecutors were interviewed in this first stage of the study. A larger number will be included in the next stage and their views will feature more prominently in our next report. All the prosecutors interviewed saw it as their role firstly to identify cases where the associated visual recording of the defendants interview should be viewed by them and, secondly, to decide if the visual recording should be played in court. In relation to the first step of identification of cases however, there was a divergence of views on when the visual recording should be viewed. The prosecutors from the Metropolitan Police District and Hampshire took the view that the visual recordings should be played in most trials. Their selection criteria would therefore seem to be based upon not guilty pleas.

We would want to use it in all cases, unless there’s a compelling reason not to, especially if we rely on the interview for admissions, denials, no comments. (f2M-1)

What we have arranged and what we have done is that in every case that proceeds to trial the expectation is that the visual record will be played. (f1H-1)

However it is only in Hampshire that they appear to be viewing all the visual recordings in cases that are proceeding to trial. They have taken the view that a lot of resources have gone into producing the visual recordings and this evidence should therefore be utilized. They appear to be the only area involved in the pilot where they are prepared to view all visual recordings connected with not guilty cases in the hope that they will benefit from doing so. By contrast, the prosecutor from the Metropolitan district has been in possession of a laptop for some three months and has yet to use it to view a single recording. In West Mercia where they have produced visual recordings from as early as 1990 the prosecutors felt that they would expect to use such evidence very rarely.

I think where confessions or admissions are in issue it would be interesting to see the video. I also think actually in major cases, very major cases, I think it would add something to the trial process where you have already got a trial lasting perhaps more than a week…(f3WM –1)

They expressed doubts over whether visual recordings were suitable to the court process in the Magistrates’ Court where many cases are listed for two or three hours and the points in issue are often straight forward. They were also alive to the issue of costs asking whether visual recordings produced a significant benefit such that the cost of their production for all cases could be justified.

I think one problem is with the shorter trials it adds to the length of the trial process and you wonder, for the resources put into it, does it really add that much value to the process (f3WM-1)

All three prosecutors interviewed that have viewed a visual recording were satisfied with the quality of the sound recording. Clearly at this stage the decision whether to play a visual recording in court is linked with the decision to view it in the first place in that all prosecutors with the exception of those in Hampshire are only viewing recordings where it is expected that there may be a benefit from doing so if indeed they are viewing them at all. 
The prosecutors from all four areas expressed the view that it is too early to fully judge the impact that the use of visual recordings will have on their jobs. However the prosecutors from Kent and West Mercia made it clear that they would not have the time to watch all the visual recordings from each case. In both areas this is a resource issue with lawyers having to prioritise work and make judgements about how to utilize their time to achieve maximum efficiency.

On the big inquiries if you’ve got say 10 discs you cannot have the luxury of time to look through every single one yourself and hope that there might be something in there. You need guidance from the interviewing officer…time is at a premium and you have to make a judgement sometimes. (f4K-1)

Prior to the visual recording pilot it was CPS practice to review files and generally work from written summaries of the interview. It was a very rare occurrence that a lawyer would listen to a tape recording of the interview or indeed for a tape recording of the interview to be played in court. The prosecutor from Hampshire stated that their review process has been enhanced to allow their lawyers to view the visual recording rather than reading the typed summary of the interview. However, he was clearly concerned about the impact upon his lawyer’s time because it takes longer to view a visual recording than it does to read a summary of the interview.

On the downside, it is of course something that adds considerably to the time that it takes…It clearly adds to the time that my lawyers have to spend, it takes much longer to sit there and put in and play a CD, as opposed to flicking through some papers. (f1H-1)

The prosecutor from Kent met with some resistance to the introduction of visual recording from both the defence and counsel. A number of barristers who act as agents for the Crown have expressed concern at being briefed to ask lay people to interpret gestures and demeanour from a visual recording. They feel that these lay people may not have the skills necessary to do this and that interpretation of the visual recording may become the subject of expert evidence itself.

…there is certainly a lot of resistance from the defence. I’ve found ‘I don’t want them because I am not going to look at them’ and certainly at the bar they are concerned on some of the correspondence I’ve seen about having these played and interpretation of demeanour and that sort of thing. (f4K-1)

Defence views
One of the defence solicitors felt that where a suspect was not legally represented, visually recording their interview would protect the suspect from impropriety by the police. Another felt it would not make any difference because the police treat suspects the same whether they are represented or not. Two of the solicitors stated that the presence of a solicitor should in itself prevent impropriety whereas one felt that he had not had a sufficient opportunity to evaluate the effects of the pilot to be able to comment on this issue. One of the solicitors believed visual recording of interviews increased issues of impropriety by the police because the image of the interviewing officer is not sufficiently clear to provide any protection.

The system is set up to get the interviewees responses but not to show you what the interviewing officer is actually doing. I think that if anything it increases the problems of impropriety and not being able to pick it up because it is slightly more subtle…(g4K-1)

I’ve never known of any impropriety in the time I’ve been doing work at police stations and I’ve been doing it for over four years now.  I’m a solicitor, so the police aren’t supposed to act improperly when I’m present, so I can’t see it’s going to make much of a difference.  I have actually watched through a series of interviews recently, where two clients were arrested for serious matters and the police were interviewing and there were no solicitors present.  The visual recording didn’t seem to make any difference, because they still approached the subject the same way they would in an audio interview.  It didn’t seem to make any difference. (g2M-1)


8. Management and Governance
A number of different arrangements are visible in the pilot areas. The co-ordinator in Hampshire is an Inspector, currently based at the force headquarters in Winchester. The pilot is one among a number of other initiatives the Inspector is co-ordinating. He and his predecessor have reported back to the Trials Issues Group (TIG) within ACPO, and to Superintendent Peter Hall, the TIG representative at the Home Office. 
It is clear from discussions with AV Niche that the PSDB, although not represented in any formal structure, have had an input to developing the project. There is no formal steering group covering the Hampshire pilot. In each station an Inspector agreed to lead the project at station level, taking responsibility for training, installation and day-to-day running of the project. In Hampshire the pilot has operated without a steering committee.

Management Arrangements in the Four Pilot Areas






When the project in the MPD began, in March 2001, it was led by a Chief Inspector.  He was transferred relatively early in the process and was succeeded by a Sergeant that had worked under him, previously assisting local areas with CCTV issues. He assumed responsibility for implementing the project within the Metropolitan Police, although he was never formally appointed to the task.  Amongst other things, he liaised with the manufacturer (ClearView), attended ACPO meetings, maintained contact with the pilot stations, provided a training video, and dealt with the Operational Technical Support Unit (OTSU).  He was then promoted shortly after the pilot began in May and transferred to other work.  His position has only recently been filled, leaving the Metropolitan Police pilot without guidance for five crucial months, and leading to a situation in which the pilot stations adopted different procedures and protocols – and shared little information with each other. The new co-ordinator is a police sergeant and this raises immediately the question of how easy it will be to negotiate with Inspectors at the individual stations. 
The management of the West Mercia visual recording project is largely dependent upon the Police Inspector that acts as area co-ordinator. He is the common point of liaison for the Home Office, local CPS, CJSU, Custody Inspectors and relief inspectors with regards to matters pertaining to the visual recording of suspect interviews. This management structure has undergone no apparent key personnel changes since it’s inception and appears to work well in West Mercia because the technology had bedded-in long before the official start of the pilot. This means that there has been no need to implement large-scale change to either the equipment or the way in which staff at the pilot stations conduct their day-to-day roles. Similarly, the fact that one key member of police staff, the Area Co-ordinator, has the resources to manage the project effectively at all the pilot sites means that there has been no need, thus far, to introduce Lead Officers responsible for the project at each station. There is no formal steering group or committee in place for the pilot in West Mercia. There are a number of possible reasons for this, which include the fact that the pilot was not given formal ‘project’ status, as visual recording had a long history of use within West Mercia, the apparent reliability of the equipment supplied by Neal, coupled with the ease with which officers had adapted to the use of the technology; until the introduction of Code F of PACE there had been no real pressure for the CPS to routinely view visual recordings of suspect interviews and, therefore, modify their working practices.


9. The Use of VR material by the CPS
One of the emerging issues in the pilots concerns the extent to which the CPS are viewing the recorded material. It appears that use of the visually recorded material in the first few months of the pilot was considerably below that anticipated when the pilots were planned and established. This raises a number of questions, one of which is whether there are adequate forms of guidance and management of CPS activity in these areas. Guidance was clearly given to lawyers in Kent and West Mercia in relation to the use of visual recordings. We know that the CPS issued guidance in the MPD area, but the prosecutor from the Metropolitan district was uncertain about this.

I suspect the CPS has a protocol, but I don’t recall seeing it. It may have been put on my desk. (f2M-1)

A prosecutor from Hampshire questioned also thought that a draft protocol had been developed but was unable to confirm whether it had been implemented. The prosecutor from Kent said that their protocol was not being complied with by the police or the CPS in that the police are not endorsing the MG6 where appropriate and the CPS are not viewing every visual recording. As previously mentioned, it is this prosecutor’s view that lawyers have to exercise their judgement when deciding whether to view a visual recording and accordingly he feels that the protocol may have to be amended to take account of what is practically possible. 

It says that you have got to view every CD but with the sheer volume of work you have got to be selective…the protocol probably needs amending. (f4K-1)

The uncertainty about the existence of protocols, and the lack of compliance where they do exist, suggests that there are serious difficulties taking forward such a pilot programme and hoping to involve the CPS.  This lack of engagement by the CPS has its roots in the early stages of the pilot where the CPS, it appears, felt a lack of ownership of the experiment. The perception was that viewing the material would mean extra work and there were no additional resources in an overstretched service.  This was not aided by the apparent (and misguided) belief by those establishing the pilot that it would not involve extra work – on the basis that  audiotapes were already listened to in most, if not all, cases.  




Liaison and communication between the police and the CPS has not been straightforward within these pilots. Thus, for example, local defence solicitors in the MPD pilot areas have, as far as can be ascertained, been left out of the information loop.  They have not been provided with information on the type of software they need to be able to play the CDs. Different practices in relation to the evidence also operate within the MPD. At Bromley the defendant or solicitor is given a copy of the working CD at the end of the interview, if they ask for one.  At Colindale CDs may be requested at the end of the interview, but are not routinely handed out.  More generally, a written request is submitted, and the CJU provides a copy.  Failing that, a copy is always provided at court.  Edmonton almost immediately decided that defendants or solicitors would not receive CDs at the end of the interview, as experience showed that defendants sometimes changed solicitors and the CDs were not passed on.  CDs are, however, routinely provided at court.  
In West Mercia in recent weeks there appears to have been greater co-operation between the police and the CPS and a concerted effort to at least look at the potential benefits which visual recordings of suspect interviews may have in some cases. West Mercia police are currently investigating the feasibility of creating a Presentation of Evidence Unit which may provide an all-important bridge between the police and the CPS.
In the early stages of the pilot an agreement was reached between the police and CPS whereby the police would endorse the MG6​[1]​ in cases where they felt that the visual recording contained evidence that the CPS should consider playing in court. The prosecutors from Kent and West Mercia both note that that they are not always receiving this information from the police. The prosecutor from Kent has however, on a number of occasions been informed of the potential benefits of using the visual recording by an officer whom he has met by chance whilst he was in the police station.

It’s only casual conversations, for example with a DC today…where she was saying ‘I think the discs should be played’. Now that has never been mentioned before…And another, there’s a murder at XXXX and I was at a meeting at XXXX again a casual conversation with the DI ‘Oh if you look at the video disc on this case it’s very good because he actually does the actions of what he did’. Now to my knowledge again that information had not been highlighted albeit you may argue if the lawyer had sat through it all it may have been picked up but that lawyer may not have picked up on the significance of it. (f4K-1)

One of the lead officers in Hampshire talked of how the visual recording of police interviews was an ACPO-led initiative and of how, in many ways, it was hard to instil enthusiasm in the project from the other main players in the criminal justice system. He was also of the opinion that the proposed evidential benefits which underpin the initiative were probably not considered as important by other agencies. He said;

I think the CPS are happy with the way they prosecute, the defence are happy with the way they interact with us and the CPS, and the courts have schedule and a routine, and is this important? Well, no it’s not, let’s forget it.  The higher up you go in court the less important the evidence becomes, you get the plea bargaining situations, discussions between barristers, and the judge. I don’t think they would see the CDs, they’re not arguing at that stage about what was said in an interview, word on tape or on CD. (C107-1)

The same officer claimed that the police are frustrated by the fact that CPS prosecutors do not really see any evidential advantage in the video recordings over the audio recordings. This has resulted in the CPS just continuing to request audio as opposed to visual recording. The frustration is exacerbated by the fact that police officers are not in a position to inform members of the legal profession as to the benefits of one type of evidence over another: 

Is it for us though, to tell a professional barrister how to go about his job? Of course it’s not. (C107-1)

The partnership difficulties are more complex, however, than merely a difference in attitudes towards the use of visually recorded evidence. The prosecutors from the Metropolitan district and Hampshire both raised a concern that they cannot always tell from the police papers if and when the visual recording has been served on the defence. It is important for the Crown to be clear that the visual recording has been served on the defence to avoid any later applications by the defence for an adjournment to allow service to take place. 

What I want is some sort of knowledge that the defence have had the CD. I don’t want, at a late stage, the defence to say ‘we haven’t seen it’…I would say that the defence appear indifferent to the whole thing, but then I think that is because I don’t think it has really bitten them yet…do they want to watch them? Can they watch them? I find it slightly curious because the visual record of interview is direct evidence being introduced by the Crown, very important evidence, I would have thought that the significance of that would matter to the defence. (f1H-1)

11. Set up costs




	Adaptation or refurbishment of interview rooms
	Storage costs
	Recruitment of new staff
	Training of staff to use new equipment and interviewing techniques
	Planning and organisation 
	  Total known set-up costs to date are just under £2 million​[3]​, which predominantly includes the costs where received, from the fifteen pilot police stations and the equipment and software costs of the five CPS pilot areas. 

The table below summarises the total allocation of set-up funding and expenditure, where received, for the five pilot areas. Appendix Two contains detailed information, where received, regarding the type of cost incurred by the pilot police stations.

Total Capital Allocation	£449.55k	£196k	£170k	£424.11k	£206.2k	£1,445,860
	Essex	Hampshire	Kent	The Met	West Mercia	Total Expenditure to Date
Equipment​[4]​	292k	222.5k	220k	401.2k	61.5k	£1,256,000
Installation	Included in equipment costs	3.3k	N/K​[5]​	- Included in equipment costs	 0	£3,300
Refurbishment	 Included in equipment costs	N/K	N/K	-0	36.4k	£36,400





It was rarely possible to obtain, from the pilot areas, information regarding the breakdown of costs across the areas of equipment, installation and refurbishment. Costs related to the purchase of equipment within the Metropolitan Police area are based on estimated costs of expenditure as actual expenditure was not available at the time of writing. In order to visually record interviews with suspects the pilot police stations needed to purchase equipment to enable the recording of visual interviews with suspects to take place​[6]​. Copying and editing equipment was also purchased to enable multiple copies of the visual evidence to be produced and to enable visually recorded evidence to be edited and played in court.  The Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) needed to purchase laptops to enable the viewing of visual evidence.  The total set-up cost relating to expenditure on laptops and software was £496,000​[7]​.  A breakdown of CPS costs per pilot area was requested but not forthcoming therefore they do not appear within this report. The Magistrates and Crown Courts within the pilot areas also needed to purchase laptops for the viewing of visual evidence and in some pilot areas editing equipment was also purchased to enable editing at court to take place.  Set-up costs relating to court expenditure was requested but not forthcoming therefore they do not appear within this report.  Potential costs to defence solicitors are not included within this report.
Four hundred and fifty officers underwent training regarding the operation of the new interviewing equipment in Hampshire.  Two hours of training was administered to four hundred staff of Constable rank at a total opportunity cost of £14,360.​[8]​  Two hours of training was also administered to fifty officers of sergeant rank at a total opportunity cost of £2,150​[9]​ and four hours of training was administered to eight Inspectors at a total opportunity cost of £800.​[10]​ An Inspector supplied the training internally and a video was also purchased to aid training at a cost of £200. The training cost of £6,000 incurred by the Metropolitan Police pilot areas, which comprised the production of a training video. A further £74,000 training costs were planned as part of a “training suite” that has not materialised to date. 




In the first five months of the pilot digital visual recording equipment was installed in three stations in four of the five pilot areas. Visual recording of all police interviews with suspects has been successfully undertaken in those stations for the bulk of that period. There have been some difficulties with the technology and, more particularly, there have been problems stemming from the way in which staff have used the technology. There have been, and there remain, a number of difficulties in the relationship between the police and the CPS, particularly with regard to the handling and identification of the CD material. Arguably, the most significant problem, and the greatest concern, is the lack of progress there appears to have been in viewing the recorded material and presenting it in court. It remains unusual for police officers to use or review the visual recordings, and it is only in Hampshire that recordings appear to be viewed with any regularity. If this situation remains, then it is most unlikely that visually recorded evidence will be used in court in any more than a handful of cases and impossible to conceive of a situation in which this pilot will have any discernible impact on attrition. Despite this gloomy possible prognosis, there seem to us to be a number of reasons for slightly greater optimism. In outlining the reasons for this, we need to return to the initial implementation issues. 
	The introduction of the new technology has been a difficult process. There are a number of reasons for this, varying in importance between the pilot areas. Key amongst these have been: the timescale for the introduction, the lack of central leadership or inconsistent leadership in some forces, an absence of satisfactory training, and problems with the technology. There appear to be some differences in the views of those using equipment provided by A.V. Niche and those using equipment provided by ClearView, as well as divergent views from these contractors themselves. The two systems provide different recording configurations so this is in some senses to be expected. However the initial technical ‘bedding in’ issues do appear to be more enduring in the sites equipped by ClearView, though it should be noted that the review in Kent demonstrated that half of the alleged mistakes were due to operator error. The level of dissatisfaction among Kent officers, in particular, has precipitated a technical review of the ClearView product involving personnel from the Police Scientific Development Board (PSDB), albeit after the period of data collection for this report. A corresponding review of the A.V. Niche product was thought to be unnecessary as senior officers indicate their general satisfaction with the product.
There appear to be some tensions between aspects of the pilot that are intended to identify suitable technologies and the competitive commercial interests of the providers of the technology. It is not clear, to at least one of the contractors, whether a collaborative pilot approach is being taken in which everyone tries to identify and develop an optimum technology, or whether the pilot contractors are in a competitive tendering scenario in which they hope to secure further orders for their own equipment. This has prompted one of the contractors to apply for patent protection for their system out of a concern that their investment in research and development in this field may be compromised by aspects of the pilot process.
	The continued use of audio recording was initially beneficial in that it often ensured that evidence was captured in cases where problems arose with the CD technology. Arguably, however, the existence of audio-tape as back up has had a very significant unintended consequence and has delayed the full use of visually recorded material. There are two reasons for this. First, as suggested above, the challenge to come up with a viable visual recording technology seems largely to have displaced consideration of how the resulting recording would be administered through the system. Insufficient attention appears to have been paid to the functions performed by the CD other than capturing the interview at the point of recording. Second, the decision to maintain the use of audio tapes in the visual recording pilots has given licence to police officers to continue to rely entirely on the old technology as the basis for ROTIs and SDNs. Had it been established at the outset that audio tapes were for back-up and archiving only, and thought had been given to transcription and reviewing of CDs, it is possible that greater use of visual recorded material would have resulted throughout the system and that changes to working practices would have been brought about much more quickly than has been the case to date.
One of the main reasons for our relative optimism is that officers across the forces have come to recognise that visual recording of suspects could, potentially, improve the chance of suspects being convicted in court.  Initial reservations and technical difficulties are being overcome. The CPS have been slow to pick up on the potential evidential benefits of the medium. They appear currently to feel either that they have not the time to view the visual material, or to cast blame on the police for failing to highlight relevant information on the MG6. Again, the evidence suggests that police practice in this connection is beginning to change, but there needs to be a concerted effort to ensure that police officers are completing MG6s effectively.. 
If it is the case, as we believe it is, that police practices are beginning to change in this regard, this will increase the pressure upon the CPS to pay greater attention to the visually recorded material (or at least remove one of the excuses for not doing so). Attention will also have to be paid, however, to the efficacy of the protocols covering CPS activity in this area. Currently, it appears that guidance has been provided to lawyers in Kent and West Mercia in relation to the use of visual recordings, but not been finalised in Hampshire. The MPD appear to be relying on the protocol drafted by Kent. Even where protocols exist, it appears that they are not being complied with. This is a matter for senior CPS personnel and Home Office/LCD. In part the lack of engagement by the CPS has its roots in the early stages of the pilot where the CPS, it appears, felt a lack of ownership of the experiment. The reasons for this are now somewhat obscure. Nonetheless, there are signs of change, an emerging willingness to view the evidential material and the prospect that in the coming months the pilot will begin to take on the shape originally envisaged for it. 
None of this, it seems to us, is much of a surprise. The pilots potentially require some fairly significant changes in working practices. Given this, and the issues outlined above in connection with the introduction of the new technology, it might have been strategically helpful to have a initial period in which there were ‘field trials’ of both the new technology and the new working practices before the pilots started in earnest. This would have enabled the initial problems with the technology, the storage of the materials, the labelling and highlighting of particular cases, the sharing of information between agencies, and the use of visually recorded evidence to be identified and, at least in part, resolved. Unfortunately, this process has taken up a significant part of the first stage of the pilots. That many of the difficulties have been resolved, and that the major agencies are now reorienting their working practices, leads us to believe that the next stage of the pilots will be much more successful. Some of these experiences have been absorbed by those pilot areas coming into the process at a later date, such as Essex. Staggering the pilot implementation period may therefore have unforeseen benefits. However, it will require time for the results to flow through the system and it would therefore be doubly unfortunate if the pilot were terminated before it had had a chance properly to work.  


Appendix 1. The Prospective Tracking Instrument (PTI)
The PTI has been developed to track the progress in the pilot areas of a population of cases entering the criminal justice system from the point of arrest. The intention is to collect data that will allow us to assess the impact of visual recording on attrition at different stages of the criminal justice process. Upon completion the PTI will also reveal the impact of visually recorded interview evidence at decision making points in the CJS through comparison with data from control stations in each area. 
Data for this report have been drawn exclusively from custody records in each of the 12 police stations in the four pilot areas. The fifth pilot area (Essex) is not included in these data because visually recorded interviews were only formally commenced at the end of October 2002 and fell outside the data collection period. Data from the control station identified in each area have not been included in this analysis. These data are currently being collected. Although, in general, aggregate data are presented here, they have been entered to allow for comparison between stations and between areas. 
Five hundred consecutive custody records from each of the 12 pilot stations form the baseline data. Records are drawn from a start date of July 8 2002 and were collected in September and October. The July start date was chosen to allow a reasonable period of ‘bedding in’ to have occurred in the hope that teething problems could be ironed out and not unduly impact on the data available (in the event this was somewhat optimistic).

Demographic data
Basic demographic data were drawn from the custody record in each station. While gender proved largely unproblematic, the same cannot be said of age or ethnicity data. Age at the point of arrest is recorded on some areas custody records as a matter of course but in others only date of birth is recorded. Both have been entered in the PTI and a single ‘age on arrest’ has been generated by comparing date of birth with date of arrest. Ethnicity data do not appear on all paper custody records although it is generally available on electronic records. Ethnicity data were not consistently available in the first data collection exercise and will be back-filled later in the evaluation in subsequent data-collection exercises required to update the PTI with outcome and further process data.      

Gender
Eighty five percent of those arrested are male.

Age







Fig 1 Age on arrest – distribution male 
 















The PTI records the number of suspected offences listed in the custody record as leading to arrest. The suspected offence, or the most serious if more than one is identified, is selected from a list  of 145 possible offences. If charges are laid the PTI records the most serious offence in each of three categories: property offences; violent offences; other offences. For each category the number of charges is recorded. The date of charge(s) is also recorded.

Charges
A total of 2,679 lead charges are recorded. 

 Charges by Category and Type
Lead Charges	Total	Most common OffenceNo. - %	2nd	3rd
Property Offences	121145%	Theft645 – 53%	Criminal Damage209 – 17%	Burglary134 – 11%
Violent Offences	69126%	Common Assault172 – 25%	ABH113 – 16%	Threatening Behaviour76 – 11%
Other Offences	77729%	Drink Driving234 – 30%	Drive whilst disqualified119 – 15%	Possess Drugs, Cat B76 – 10%
Total All Lead Offences	2679100%			

CJS Process data
The PTI will collect data on how charges associated with a particular case proceed through the criminal justice system. At this stage relatively little process data is available beyond that which occurred in the custody suites of the pilot stations.   
Difficulties were identified during a PTI pilot process in accessing data on those present at interview and the duration of interviews. These matters were raised with the steering group and a remedy agreed. Specially enhanced records for a sub-sample of 100 custody records were promised that would include data on the duration of interviews and those present. These data have only partially been made available at this stage. Data on the duration of interviews is currently available on 565 custody records, drawn largely from one pilot area where custody records more routinely indicate a start and end time of interview. From this incomplete data set the average length of interview is 20 minutes. The most common length for an interview is 10 minutes. (see below)
    

Attrition
Just over 40% of those arrested were subsequently charged with one or more offences  









Other research instruments and fieldwork in at least one of the pilot areas indicate that interviewing officers have encountered such difficulty with operating visual recordings that it cannot be assumed that visual recordings of interviews have taken place in accordance with Code F. At this stage data on whether the charge is associated with a specific kind of interview cannot be definitively established. We will review these data for subsequent reports to allow for meaningful comparison with control stations. The rate of interview has been calculated by generating a further variable from interview-date data (see below). Just over 60% of those arrested are subsequently interviewed.











For some offences charges are often laid without recourse to an interview as a means of gathering evidence. Drink driving charges, for example, are laid on the basis of intoximeter results. The table below indicates the proportion of those who were neither interviewed nor charged, interviewed but not charged and those both interviewed and charged. The data is disaggregated to reveal variations between stations.














































The police have  a number of options when deciding how to proceed with a detained person if the person is not charged. Te most likely decision is to take no further action (21%). The next most likely decision is for a caution (or youth equivalent) to be administered (13%). Immigration or mental health services also account for a number of cases where no charges are laid. Private contractors tasked with returning those absconding from bail or wanted on warrants also account for a proportion of those not charged (6%). 

Further data collection










A set-up cost of £222,450 included the purchase of £136,500 on capital equipment, £85,000 on CD’s, £500 on unit stands and £450 on blinds for the three interview rooms. 

	Kent
An equipment set-up cost of £220,740 incurred in Kent included fourteen recording units at a total cost of £145,000 and thirty Relay units at a total cost of £20,000. Fifty-nine thousand CD’s were purchased at a cost of  £20,475 (34 pence per CD).  Master and working copy labels were purchased to identify CD’s and this incurred a one-off cost of £85.  Master copy labels cost approximately £1,400 for 21,450 labels (6 pence per label). Working copy labels also cost £1,400 for 43,000 labels (3 pence per label).  Marker pens were an additional £80.  Copying equipment was also purchased at a total cost of £8,700 for four units.  CD’s to facilitate copying were an additional expenditure costing approximately £2,000 for 6,000 CD’s.  Four editing units were purchased at a total cost just exceeding £23,000.

	Metropolitan Police
An estimated set-up cost of £401,200 included the purchase visual recording equipment for thirteen interview rooms at £280,000; £9,700 on downstream monitoring; £40,500 on copying equipment; £50,000 on editing equipment and  £21,000 on CD’s. 

	West Mercia





A staff opportunity cost of £3,300 was incurred in Hampshire.  This included eighty hours of time spent by an Inspector checking the specification and installation of the equipment incurring an opportunity cost of £2000​[11]​ and fifty-two hours of staff time at site visits by an Inspector to correct the equipment set-up which incurred an opportunity cost of £1300​[12]​.  

Adaptation or refurbishment of interview rooms

	West Mercia





The set-up cost of £4,300 included the purchase of five hundred storage boxes incurring a cost of approximately £600 (95 pence per box).  Twelve cabinets were also purchased at £3,500 and a further four hundred archiving boxes costing £200.

	West Mercia





























































































^1	  MG6 is an ‘internal’ memo between police and CPS which addresses evidential issues pertaining to the case building process. It covers areas such as possible need for medical statements, submission of items for forensic examination, whether or not visually recorded evidence has been viewed and copied, disclosure issues such as anticipated problems regarding unused material, strengths/weaknesses of evidence and/or witnesses etc. There is also space to enter any pertinent case file information.
^2	  Total funding allocation was £1,994,560 – information supplied by the Home Office.
^3	  Estimated expenditure to date is£1,852,000 comprising of £1,383,000 police expenditure plus £469,000 CPS expenditure– information supplied by pilot areas and CPS.
^4	  Includes the implementation cost of CD’s/videos where provided.
^5	  N/K – Information was not available from the pilot area.
^6	  West Mercia was in the unusual position of already visually recording interviews with suspects using VHS technology prior to this pilot. Set-up costs were therefore lower than the other pilot sites as equipment in one of the previous pilot stations was used within the present pilot (Redditch) and therefore incurred a lower total equipment set-up cost of £61,500.  
^7	  Information supplied by CPS.
^8	  Based on a £17.95 unit cost per hour.
^9	  Based on a £21.48 unit cost per hour
^10	  Based on a £25.06 unit cost per hour.
^11	  Based on a £25.06 unit cost per hour.
^12	  Based on a £25.06 unit cost per hour.
^13	  Essex did not start to implement the use of the visually recorded evidence until October 2002.
